
The Group of rigid motions of Rn

Math 512

Professor Karen E Smith

Consider the group Mn of rigid motions (isometries) of Rn. This contains two important subgroups:
The group Tn of translations, and the group of isometries fixing the origin, which we showed to
be orthogonal linear transformations On. We proved that that each f ∈ Mn can be written
uniquely as f = ta◦φ for some orthogonal transformation φ ∈ On(R) and some translation
ta by some vector a ∈ Rn (in fact a = f(0) necessarily). Let us refer to this as the “standard
form” for f .

Questions:
1. Is the subgroup Tn of translations abelian? What well-known group is it isomorphic to?

Describe the specific isomorphism.
2. How can we write the isometry φ ◦ tb in the standard form ta ◦ ψ?
3. Show that Mn is generated by the translations and the orthogonal operators. Describe the

relations among these different types of generators.
4. We proved that the subgroup of Mn fixing the origin is the orthogonal group On(R). Does the

set of isometries Mp fixing some other given point p also form a subgroup? Is this group isomorphic
to On(R)? Can you find an explicit isomorphism?

5. Describe explicitly the set taOn(R)t−a? Is it is subgroup? How can you describe it geomet-
rically?

6. Is On(R) a normal subgroup of the full group of rigid motions of Rn? What about Mp, for
some p other than the origin? Is it normal?

7. Given f and g in Mn, how can we understand the decomposition of f ◦ g as above, given
the corresponding decompositions for f and g. That is, if f = taφ and g = tbψ, what is the unique
decomposition of f ◦ g into the form tcγ.

8. For any dimension, show that the assignment of f = ta ◦ φ to φ defines a surjective group
homomorphism

π : Mn → On.

What is the kernel? What does the first isomorphism theorem tell us? How can we translate
this into a statement about partitioning the group of all rigid motions of Rn into a geometrically
meaningful collection of classes. What is the intuitive meaning of this statement as it used in
physics and high-school style multivariable calculcus (if you’ve had say 215).

9. Precisely define an ”orientation preserving” motion of Rn. Do the orientation preserving
isometries form a subgroup? Is it normal? What are its cosets?
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10. Show that every rigid motion of the plane (meaning, the case of R2) is one of the following:

• a rotation around some point p

• reflection over some line `

• translation by some vector a.

• glide reflection (reflection over some line followed by translation by some vector a parallel to
the line over which we reflected).

11. Classify each of the rigid motions of the plane as either orientation preserving or not.
12. Prove a composition of rotations in R2 is either a rotation around some third point or a

translation (use group theory! it is corollary of what you’ve already done!)
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